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Waiting Well

Writing Your Way Through Advent

4 Week Writing Workshop
A little bit of the Bible. A whole lot of you.
You don't need to "be a writer." You just need to be curious.
You choose how you participate:

4 Pre-recorded sessions emailed
4 Live Zoom sessions with Lauren
or
to you 11/29-12/20. Follow along
and other folks. Sundays 8-9am
on your schedule, your pace.
11/29-12/20

What do you have your fingers crossed for?
If ever there was a year for waiting, 2020 has been it! So
much we couldn't have planned for and never would
have asked for. What if you used Advent 2020 to practice
waiting with intention, paying attention to what it is you're
holding out hope for, looking for where Divine Love might
show up as you move through your days? Through
guided writing exercises, you'll find the words to describe
what it means to wait well and I hope those words carry
you through this season and into all the promise the new
year holds for each of us.

How does this work?
If you choose the live Zoom sessions we'll gather (yes early) over four Sunday mornings. I'll
lead us through several writing exercises and there will be opportunities to share (ONLY if you
so choose!).
If you choose the pre-recorded sessions I'll email you a video link each Sunday morning with
the same guided exercises the group is doing, but you'll be able to watch and write on your
schedule, pausing to write as long as you want!

What do I need?
Not much, friend.
Paper, pen, time, and a little bit of quiet.

Cost?

If you want to write, I want you to join. Pay what you can!
Suggested: 10/session for the live format and 5/session for the pre-recorded.
Send payment via Venmo (@LaurenGraeber) or indicate you'd prefer an alternate form of
payment on your registration and I'll be in touch!

How do I sign up?
Go to this link HERE
I need a little bit of information in order to get you registered.
Remember, you'll need to choose the live OR the pre-recorded format.

